
Traditional interactive voice response applications are based on well-known
menu-like structured dialogues using DTMF. This navigation technique is
application-dependent and has limitations. It cannot be improved by simply
switching from DTMF to voice input. Rather, we propose an application-
independent navigation method called Zap & Zoom in combination with voice
and key input. Users can Zap over a list of items (subjects) and Zoom into
items of interest (content of subject). A set of application-independent
commands was defined for this type of navigation and trained for voice input
in three languages. Design recommendations have been set up to employ the
Zap & Zoom navigation in telephone information systems and to achieve an
open, easy-to-use and consistent voice interface. Two different information
services based on the Zap & Zoom navigation were built.
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powerneeded for voice recognition is expensive; and second, the development of voice
recognition vocabularies for particular applications is very time-consuming. Thelatter is
still true while the former has become less important. This paper describes how we
avoided setting up the development of expensive and application-dependent vocabularies.

In section 2 we first describe the requirements for voice navigation and summarise the
traditional navigation methodsandtheir limitations. In section 3 we introduce the domain-
and application-independent navigation technique Zap & Zoom - an alternative to the
traditional menu-based navigation method. In section 4 we then describe our design model
for IVR applications which leads to generic telephone information services and faster
development. Finally we show an example of a phone banking information service using
the ideas proposed.

2 Voice Navigation

2.1 Principles

In early 1992, we started to investigate voice technology with the aim of building
telephone-based information systems. After studying basic aspects, we realised that human
computer interaction and the ergonomics of voice interfaces are the essential factors in the
success of information services for occasional users. This leads to a user oriented system
development where usability tests play an importantrole.

Many papers describe various kinds of DTMF-based interfaces [HAL89], [DET90],
[PEL93], design criteria for telephone based applications [KLO94] and style guides
[FRT91]. The described techniques do not help in the design of voice recognition
interfaces. They often describe only basic interaction types such as the traditional menu
navigation. We define the following guidelines which help to extend the user interfaces of
telephone information systems successfully to include voice input:

¢ Application-independent navigation
¢ Suitable for selections from a large number of choices
¢ Easy for novices and fast for experts
¢ Active users instead ofpassive users

The following sections describe whytraditional navigation techniques do notsatisfy all
these guidelines.

2.2 Simple Menu Approach

Traditional menu navigation is tree-based. It uses the digits zero to nine, yes and no as
keywords. These twelve keywords are simply a mapping of the telephone key pad. The
computer first plays a message containing all possible options of the menu. The users are
then asked to select one option by speaking a digit specifying the numberof the option.
The advantage of this approach is that only one small vocabulary is needed for both
navigating through the service and entering data (integer values). This helps to provide a
high recognition accuracy and keeps the training effort for vocabularies in different
languages to a minimum.

Regardless of whether voice or key input is used this method has several limitations
and drawbacks whichprevent the building ofmore sophisticated services:
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Figure 2: Principle of a Zap & Zoom list.

A selected action automatically moves to the next item whenit has finished. To make the
dialogue intuitive it is important that next means the next item relative to the user's
navigation direction. This avoids unnecessary repetitions of prompts. When the user zaps
forwards, the action moves to the "next" item. When the user zaps backwards, the action
movesto the "previous" item.

Forcing users to prompt after each item gives them moreinitiative and allows them to
explore the service on their own. Items can be easily connected together at run time.

When moving from traditional menu-based navigation to the Z&Z navigation, three
main differences can be summarised which characterise a Z&Z:

¢ Only one item at the time should be played and users have to answerafter each item
e Users can move forward and backward

¢ The system knowsthe direction the user is moving

3.2 Commands

The next, back and yes commandsdonotfulfil all requirements of Z&Z navigation. To
add the missing functionality a set of twelve commandsis defined. All twelve commands
are application-independent andare listed below.

Commandsare printedin italic letters. They represent an exactly specified meaning and
are place holders for keywords of the voice recognition. A service that supports different
languages has exactly the same Z&Z lists and uses simply different keywords as
commands. Keywords must be chosen very carefully when training a vocabulary for any
language so that they are unequivocal to users [KLO94]. Good keywords can be found
only through repeated usability tests [TOG91]. Depending on the performance of the
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